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Foreword

Brilliance and Resilience
If there is a vintage that epitomises the dedication and brilliance of Piedmont’s current generation of wine
producers, then it is surely 2017. It was a year that may live long in the memory for the growers; the season was
challenging, to the say the least, but through adversity they triumphed. Whilst not nearly as profound or
homogenous as 2016, this is a very good vintage that yielded some really attractive wines; Barolo and Barbarescos
that will give a lot of pleasure early in their life and age well over the next decade. This really is a huge credit to the
quality and consistency of winemaking in the Langhe these days.
Whilst many recall a hot summer, this was certainly no 2003. The high temperatures were less extreme and less
persistently high in 2017. The warning signs that this was not going to be any easy ride came early in the season. A
mild spring advanced the vines, only for a bout of frost to strike in the third week of April; a particularly unusual
outbreak that attacked not only lower sites, but those on the slopes, too. Luckily, damage was not too significant.
The year’s biggest challenge was without question, drought. From the beginning of the year rainfall was consistently
below the average of the previous decade. There was enough, at least, to semi-replenish below ground water
reserves, but from the very beginning of August onwards not a drop of rain fell until November - bar two vital days at
the beginning of September. This rain and the cooler temperatures that came with it were crucial to revive the vine
and allow ripening to extend and continue. The Nebbiolo harvest began in the middle of September and everything
was picked by the end of the month. Extraordinarily early, but not as early as it could have been had the cooler
weather not arrived. This natural intervention, together with growers by now well-versed in managing vines during
such an intense summer periods, saved the vintage.
Canopy management was crucial, particularly shading the grape bunches; green harvests on over productive vines
was vital to lighten the load on thirsty vines; date and rapidity of picking was more crucial than ever, with growers
deciding to anticipate harvest to favour fruit freshness and integrity over pushing phenolic ripeness and alcohol
further. And finally in the cellar, extractions were much lighter, shorter and more gentle than usual and many
producers shortened ageing in wood by up to 6 months.
2017 may be remembered by Piedmont’s growers wearily, but it was a year they showed the world their skill and
resilience.

Giles Burke-Gaffney
Justerini & Brooks’ Buying Director
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NEIVE
Piero Busso
2017 was one of the driest of the last 15 years, but Pierguido Busso noted that “fortunately there were some cold
September nights,” and, despite being an early harvest, he thinks 2017 is a “vintage of high quality.” Picking began
in the Albesani vineyard on September 18th, followed by San Stunet on September 22th. This anticipated harvest
meant that grapes were ripe whilst containing low pH and high acidities – a key element in achieving the
drinkability that Pierguido looks for in his wines. As a result of the earlier harvest, the thinner skins and the desire
to extract gently, vinification was a little different to normal: shorter (only 25 days), and without employing the
submerged cap method. The result is beautiful, elegant red-fruited wines of real freshness and delicate tannins.
This year also sees the long-awaited release of the extraordinary 2016 Gallina, which is always held back in bottle
for a year, and, making its debut, the brilliant 2015 Gallina old vines cuvée.
2017

Barbaresco, Albesani-Borgese
The Albesani offers up beautiful, heady aromatics and velvety ripe
strawberries, reinforced by firming tannins. There is a lovely crimson
brightness and spiced plum character too. Already quite approachable,
the Albesani bottling is routinely one of the most suave and seductive.
A south west facing vineyard of 280 metres planted on sandy white
limestone soils, originally planted by Pierguido's grandfather in 1948.
Ageing is in 25 hl casks for 26 months.

6x75cl

£225.00

2017

Barbaresco, San Stunet
The San Stunet exhibits more complexity, displaying some darker forest
fruit, bramble and blackberries mixed with lifted red fruit and cooler
cracked clay and white pepper notes. Good vibrancy and intensity, with
a density of ripe fruit that covers its edgier tannins. Full flavoured with
spice and mineral elements too. From the commune of Treiso a south
east facing vineyard at 400m altitude, one of the highest parts of
Barbaresco. The soils are mostly limestone with some blue Marl. The
site is late ripening, usually picked ten days after the others. Typically,
the wine is livelier and more linear in structure than Busso’s other
Barbarescos. Aged for two years in 25hl slavonian oak casks.

6x75cl

£225.00

2016

Barbaresco, Gallina
6x75cl
A serious wine, there is more clay and less silt in the soils here, than
Albesani-Borgese. Although similarly south-west facing, the vineyard is
more enclosed than Albesani too, so it is cooler and the soils are a little
more humid. Both of these factors made it an ideal candidate for
success in the excellent 2016 conditions. It was the last vineyard to be
picked - on the 27th October. Exhibiting discrete fruit encased in a
gripping but very noble structure, this shows evident tannins but ones
that are extremely finely-etched and detailed. The flavours gradually
snowball across the mid palate, offering notes of small wild berry,
plum, tea leaf, autumn leaves and spice. As complex and deep as this is,
it also offers a luminosity that holds everything in place and accelerates
the wine into a long, echoing finish. Enveloping, refined and complete.
A clay-dominated, south-west exposed vineyard that faces the river, so
it has a very windy microclimate despite it not being particularly high,
240 metres altitude. Ageing is the same as for the other crus, 2 years in
slavonian oak casks, but is kept an extra year in bottle before release.

£330.00
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2015

Barbaresco, Riserva, Gallina, Viti Vecchie
The Gallina Viti Vecchie makes its debut in 2015 – coming from a plot
of old vines located in the centre of the Cru, planted in 1953. The soil in
this part of the vineyard is rich in calcareous clay, alternating with
bluish-grey marl and sands. Vivid and precise, everything is neatly in
place. Stony and salty with fresher notes of summer fruits, flowers and
mint, reinforced by a sweet and well-integrated tannic structure. A
wonderful wine with bags of character and a silky refinement without
losing any of its Nebbiolo energy and focus. Every inch the Grand Cru.
Fermentation was in wooden vats, followed by a submerged cap
maceration lasting 60 days. Ageing was in large Slavonian oak casks for
36 months, prior to 36 months in bottle.

“A vintage of high quality. The result is beautiful, elegant
red-fruited wines of real freshness and delicate tannins”.
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6x75cl

£665.00

VERDUNO
Castello di Verduno
Castello di Verduno as much as, if not more than, any other Piedmont estate value freshness in their wines.
Winemaker Mario Andrion explained that 2017 was a challenging vintage where they had to work a lot harder to
achieve this. Whilst not normally a fan of green harvesting, he decided to do a small bit during veraison to
ventilate the vines particularly in the later ripening sites. That said he wanted to keep a good enough crop to slow
ripening down, to ensure grapes ripened during the latter part of the season – for during these cooler September
and October days, with greater day/night temperature differences, Nebbiolo can achieve phenolic ripeness more
fully at the same time as retaining acidity and keeping sugar levels low. Canopy management was also important,
according to Mario, allowing the vine to curl over and shade the bunches rather than cutting the tops off.
Otherwise work in the cellar stays the same, with long slow submerged-cap fermentations lasting up to 60 days for
the Cru Barbarescos and Barolos, followed by ageing in large Slavonian casks for 24 to 36 months. Their decisions
during the season have been fully vindicated, these are some of the most vivid and agile 2017s you will come
across.
2019

Barbera d’Alba
One of the most consistent and drinkable Barberas we taste, year in
year out. We love this for its roundness, fluidity and balance. Neither
too green nor too rich, this offers direct, clear, juicy fruit. Notes of
sweet plum with some redder raspberry notes and tangy rock salt
overtones wash effortlessly across the palate. Plump and smooth
without the heaviness that ripe Barbera can sometimes betray, this is
generous and easy to enjoy. From south facing limestone vineyards.
The wine undergoes a very short fermentation followed by ageing in
Slavonian oak casks for 3 months, and then a further 6 months in steel
tank before bottling.

6x75cl

£50.00

2019

Basadone, Verduno
Vivid lively flavours illuminate the palate. Crispy cherry fruit with hints
of herb, flower and strawberry. Classic Basadone with a little extra
backbone to it. Engaging, juicy, nicely-proportioned and easy to enjoy.
100% made from the red Pelaverga grape, a rare variety only found in
the Verduno commune of Barolo that Castello di Verduno saved from
extinction in 1972. The vineyards are south-east facing and the white
soils are mainly composed of limestone. The vinification is short and
the wine is aged in steel tank for 9 months to give a floral, elegant and
refreshing wine

6x75cl

£70.00

2018

Barbaresco
6x75cl
Very open and aromatic, lots of floral red fruit notes of raspberry and
wild strawberry. Engaging, pretty and crisp, light in structure but with a
little grip and a wonderful brightness. A blend of wine from the Rabaja
and Faset vineyards. Aged for a little less time than the Crus, 18 months
in large old Slavonian oak casks.
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£120.00

2017

Barbaresco, Rabaja Bas
A slightly deeper colour than their regular Barolo, there is depth and
mystery to the nose. This gives little away at first but some gentle
coercion reveals dark hedgerow and fruits of the forest flavours. As
ripe and concentrated as this is, there is also tremendous precision and
freshness. Laser-guided tayberry, black cherry, and salt-flecked
bramble flavours zip briskly across the palate, building to a long finish
that gentle expands into echoing overtones of sweet woody, mulled
spices. Confusingly this is a single vineyard in its own right that has
nothing to do with the Rabaja. An old vineyard planted in 1942, Rabaja
Bas is west facing, (as opposed to south west facing for Rabaja) and sits
at the top of the hill above Paje where the soils are poor and
limestone-influenced. Fermented in steel tanks as opposed to open
wood vats for the other Crus. Aged for 24 months in large used
Slavonian oak vats.

6x75cl

£170.00

2017

Barbaresco, Rabaja
A very different vineyard, and resulting wine, to Rabaja Bas. The soils
are a similar limestone clay composition but this is an even steeper,
well-drained vineyard. An earthy ground sweet spice character
dominates the nose. Full, broad and rich flavours of undergrowth,
nutmeg, cinnamon and red berries envelop the palate. Complex and
corpulent, less immediate than the Rabaja Bas, you can feel real
density and structure here, but this is built to age. Reared for 21
months in Austrian and Slavonian oak casks.

6x75cl

£220.00

2016

Barolo, Massara
Instantly breath taking. Such an open, vivid but serious nose sets the
stage beautifully for a stunningly graceful, poised and high-toned
palate. Delicate, precise, small wild strawberry and cherry fruit fused
with notes of clove spice and stones. So elegant, lifted and aromatic
but make no mistake this has backbone. A perfect balance of intensity
and finesse – this wines has force but is evidenced more by the echoing
brilliance of the finish than any kind of richness or brute power.
Exquisite. A south-east facing vineyard of sandy clay and limestone
from Verduno, a commune influenced by the close proximity to the
river where there are big day/night temperature differences that help
build up aroma in the wines. Aged for 33 months in large Austrian and
slavonian oak casks.

6x75cl

£225.00
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2015

Barolo, Riserva, Monvigliero
Full-bodied, broad flavours but with a softer, creamier note to the
tannins than usual. More of an open book than it often can be in its
youth, this is replete with silky Victoria plum, tayberry, strawberry,
summer pudding and griotte fruit with a sweet clove spice touch.
Supple, fluid and long, one of the most expressive Monvigliero’s we can
remember tasting. One of the great historic Crus of the area. The steep
south-facing slope and, unusually for the area, the chalky sandy soils,
give powerful wines of great tannic finesse, spiciness and minerality.
There is also the fine perfume you’d expect from the river-influenced
Verduno commune, where big day/night temperature differences build
aromatics in the wines. For Riservas here the winemaking is the same
as the other Crus, though the wine is kept an additional two years in
bottle before released. Long slow fermentation in open oak vats for up
to 60 days, followed by ageing in large used Slavonian oak casks for 3
years.

“These are some of the most vivid and agile 2017s you will
come across”.
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6x75cl

£335.00

VERDUNO
Fratelli Alessandria
The 2017 vintage at Alessandria hails the arrival of a new baby, a Barolo produced exclusively from Verduno
vineyards, the first of its type! A fantastic advertisement for the town, showing off the perfume and beauty the
wines of this commune have become renowned for. Despite the year’s warmth and drought, this great example
offers high-toned aromas and plenty of energy and elegance. Shading the bunches, picking early (15 days earlier
than 2016) and gentler extractions using pumping over rather than the submerged cap method, were all crucial to
success in Vittore Alessandria’s opinion.
2017

Barolo, Comune di Verduno
The inaugural vintage and first of its type in the village, Alessandria’s
2017 Barolo is a pure expression of the commune, being a blend of five
different Verduno vineyards. Supple and sumptuous with a fine
typically “Verduno” perfume, this offers beautiful, engaging, chalky
fruit. Complex flavours of sweet Victoria plum with hints of blueberry
caress the palate with a salt-washed stone character giving sapidity and
spark to the finish. Attractive, tactile and deeply satisfying. After a
month of gentle the wine is then aged for 3 years in large wooden vats.

6x75cl

£180.00

2017

Barolo, San Lorenzo
Spicier, more brooding and structured than the Barolo Comune di
Verduno, but velvety with dark berry fruit infused with notes of cloves
and orange peel. San Lorenzo is all about breadth, fullness and
openness, this particular incarnation is just perhaps a little more
muscular and serious than usual, and will need a year or two more in
bottle than the come-hither Barolo Verduno. A Verduno vineyard near
Monvigliero but less steep and with very different soils – silt and sand
rather than the white limestone of Monvigliero. After a month of gentle
maceration the wine is then aged for 3 years in large wooden vats.

6x75cl

£255.00

2017

Barolo, Monvigliero
A serious, backboned Barolo that, despite its solid and compact tannic
structure, offers refreshing fruit and clearly delineated flavours.
Peppery dark berries washed over salts and stones with a cleansing
chalkiness to the finish and a warming glow of sweet spice, all of which
are set in a steadying but silky tannic framework. A steep, chalk south/
south west facing vineyard sitting at 280 metres above sea level above
San Lorenzo. After a month of gentle the wine is then aged for 3 years
in large wooden vats.

6x75cl

£340.00

2017

Barolo, Gramolere
More voluptuous and less chiselled than the Monvigliero, still with
requisite structure but so different in shape. Well-covered, fulsome,
mouth-coating bramble fruit with notes of dried orange peel, asian
spices and a hint of vanilla. Solid, deep and powerful, this will need
some time to come round. From Vittore’s mother side of the family,
this is a vineyard that came from the Manzone estate in Monforte in
2001. The vines are 55 years old. Higher than Verduno, at over 400
metres above sea level and with browner/red soils this yields
completely different wines. After a month of gentle maceration, the
wine is then aged for 3 years in large wooden vats.

6x75cl

£275.00
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“Despite the year’s warmth and drought, this great example
offers high-toned aromas and plenty of energy and
elegance.”
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LA MORRA
Figli Luigi Oddero
2017 represents a major turning point at Luigi Oddero, being Francesco Versio’s first full vintage in charge of
production. Even with his great pedigree as winemaker, following successful stints at Bruno Giacosa and Terre del
Barolo, we were surprised at the instant impact he has had on quality. A new de-stemmer and sorting tables, new
large stockinger oak botti and improving temperature and humidity control were his first and most important
tasks. The benefits are clearly seen in the 2017 and 2018 vintages. Warm vintages that yields wines of the most
impeccable jewel-like fruit. 2017 was not a vintage Francesco expected, noting: “Although dry, there was not a
drop of rain until November, there was at least a cooler September which helped the grapes ripen and achieve
more tannic ripeness, albeit with higher alcohols.” Despite the style of the vintage, definition and terroir
characteristics shine thrillingly through the Rocche Rivera. 2018 is another warm, ripe vintage but juicier in style –
the stunning aromatic focus and purity of the Rombone a sign of more great things to come at Figli Luigi.
2018

Barbaresco, Rombone
Clear as a whistle, clean crisp ripe strawberry characteristics. As ripe
and alluring as this, the red berry and floral rose petal notes lift the on
the palate. This shimmers with a jewel-like brightness adding vibrancy
and intensity to the sun kissed fruit. Ripe, perfumed, salt-flecked and
with nicely integrated tannins providing edge and definition. An
absolute gem. A Barbaresco vineyard from the Treiso commune that
sits 290 metres above sea level. The south south-west aspect ensures
great sun exposure whilst the high limestone content in the soils yield
structured but balanced and well-defined wines. Aged for 18 months in
large old wooden cask.

6x75cl

£160.00

2017

Barolo, Rocche Rivera
6x75cl
Exquisitely detailed, crisp ripe red berry fruits with overtones of sap
and minerals. Layered and lifted with a fine-chiselled tannic backbone
providing crunch and definition. Beautifully composed and balanced,
the seductive, mineral-soaked fruit covers the structure well. Rocche
Rivera is the historic name for a fabulous little-known plot within the
Scarrone vineyard that is a continuation of the famous Rocche vineyard
of Castiglione. Sitting above and to the right of Roagna’s Pira. The poor
soils of sandy limestone with some clay, as well as east facing exposure,
make for a wine that favours elegance, freshness and minerality over
power and body. Aged for 30 months in large used oak casks.

£395.00

2015

Barolo, Vigna Rionda, Riserva
Full-bodied dark broad fruit that glossily covers a solid structural
foundation. A distinct chalky mineral note adds a surprising freshness
to the full hedgerow berry and cherry fruit. Velvety but deep, serious
and highly complex, with wave after wave of bramble, tayberry,
morello cherry and earthier undergrowth, rock and mineral notes
rolling across the palate. The most accomplished and multi-layered
Vigna Rionda we have yet to taste from Luigi Oddero. From a prime
south-facing parcel at the top of the hill where the soils are very sandy
and chalky, planted at 300-340 metres above sea level just above
Giovanni Rosso’s plot. A stunning, prime parcel within one of the great
historic Crus of Barolo. Aged for 36 months in a large used oak cask
(just one 25hl cask was produced) followed by two years in bottle
before release.

£595.00
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6x75cl

“2017 represents a major turning point at Luigi Oddero”.
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LA MORRA
Marco Marengo
These wines are so easy to like, as is Marco himself. Simply made but elegant and honest wines of pure joy. Great
vineyards make great wine, nowhere is that better evidenced than here. Old vineyards situated mid upper slope in
Brunate, one of Barolo’s true Grands Crus, make the quality. Winemaking has not changed in the last decade, a
couple of weeks of fermentation and pumping over in large vats followed by ageing in barriques of less than 20%
new wood. Despite the drought and heat of 2017, Marco has managed to maintain the refined but generous style.
These may be some of the best value wines you can find in Barolo, and are easy to drink, but don’t be fooled they
can age – a recently opened 2004 Brunate was in its prime, complex but still with plenty of verve. Whilst 2017 will
drink earlier than this, or indeed its predecessor, 2016, it could cellar comfortable for a decade.
2017

Barolo
12x75cl
Despite this showing the sumptuous smooth roundness of a warm
vintage, there is also impressive purity and a real “La Morra” typicity.
Pretty and easy to enjoy, if not complicated - this offers alluring
aromatic squashed strawberry fruit mixed with dried asian spices. Rich,
but seamless and delicate, yet with a solid enough grip to knit the
flavours together. Beautifully judged. A very attractive ‘regular’ Barolo
that is a blend of wine from Crus vineyards in La Morra including Croera
(now known by its wider name Serradenari,) Roncaglie, Boiolo and
Fossati. The wine is aged for 24 months in 20% new oak barriques.

£255.00

2017

Barolo, Bricco Viole
Full and hearty but with enough juice and fruit sweetness to cover the
structure and body. On the darker, earthier, spicier side of the
spectrum. Exotic notes of cinnamon and star anise coupled with
undergrowth and dark hedgerow berry . A clear character which it
expresses well and clearly. Ripe and rich but with distinct clarity and
freshness of fruit. Bricco Viole is a very fine Barolo vineyard that
translates as ‘Top of the Violet Hill’ and is one of highest vineyards in
the Barolo commune region, 400–450 metres above sea level. Marco's
windy, exposed parcel is blessed with a fair chunk of 50-70-year-old
vines. It is a late-ripening vineyard that produces small intense berries.
The ageing is the same as for Brunate, 24 months in barriques, with a
25% new oak.

12x75cl

£325.00

2017

Barolo, Brunate
Such is the consistency of this vineyard that even in extreme years such
as 2017, its character and class shine through. This offers that classic
“Brunate” mix of bright small red berry fruits woven into earthier spice
undergrowth and autumn leaf characteristics. With its toned power,
ethereal fragrance and nuance there is pedigree and nobility to this focused, gripping and firmly backboned but generous enough to show
its complexity and length. There is a nod to the vintage, no more than
that, with a thin layer of open knit lush fruit and mocha cladding the
vertical spine of this wine but above all it is the vineyard that speaks. A
beauty. One of the top Cru vineyards of Barolo, situated high up in the
La Morra commune. Marengo's parcel of Brunate, situated at 350
metres altitude, has been owned by his family since 1903 and the vines
average seventy years old. Aged in 25% new oak barriques for 24
months.

12x75cl

£430.00
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2015

Barolo, Brunate, Riserva
Very complex and different in style to the regular Brunate – earthier
and darker with notes of sweet woody spices and mocha initially,
though it does not take too long for the fruit to come out. This feels an
entirely different shape to the Brunate more plush and plumptuous
even if more layered and deep- less about classical austerity and focus,
more engaging and hedonistic- the juicy roundness makes you feel like
there is more clay in the soil here. Sophisticated and powerful yet
already great fun to drink no. One of the top Cru vineyards of Barolo,
situated high up in the La Morra commune. Marengo's parcel of
Brunate, situated at 350 metres altitude, has been owned by his family
since 1903 and the vines average seventy years old. Aged in 25% new
oak barriques for 24 months.

“Great vineyards make great wine, nowhere is that better
evidenced than here”.
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6x75cl

£275.00

LA MORRA
Elio Altare
2017 was an early harvest here, a week before their neighbours – which is not uncommon at Altare, the aim being
to maintain as much freshness and integrity to the fruit as possible and avoiding heaviness in the wines. They have
without question succeeded in this in 2017, a wonderful array of wines that reflect the sunny ripeness of the
vintage, whilst remaining seductive and eminently drinkable. Describing this dry vintage, Silvia noted back in
September 2020 that “the transition from 2016 to 2017 should be a smooth one. 2017 is definitely a warmer, more
open knit vintage than 2016, more like 2015 with less punch, but we have noticed over the past few months the
wines have integrated more”. Whilst not as complete as 2016, to our tastes these wines are a notch above 2015
with fresher fruit profiles and finer tannins, an easy vintage to love!
2018

Langhe Rosso, Larigi
Classy, easy to love Larigi. The oak is more in the background than
usual, even at this young stage. Really sensual and very open. The
palate is characterised by wonderful ripe, really juicy fruit with a
sensual, tactile feel to it. A fine-ground touch of salt adds spark and
interest to the raspberry and tayberry fruits. Beautifully composed. A
stunning 65-year-old, south-facing Barbera parcel sitting at the top of
the Arborina vineyard. Aged for 18 months in new oak barriques. 3000
bottles a year are made.

6x75cl

£240.00

2018

Langhe Rosso, Giarborina
Good fresh fruit here, if a more modern take on Nebbiolo. Sweet, wild
red berry fruits mixed with overtones of mocha and vanilla pod. A pure
Nebbiolo from the Arborina vineyard aged in 100% new oak for 18
months.

6x75cl

£240.00

2018

Langhe Rosso, La Villa
A powerful juicy Nebbiolo and Barbera blend offering notes of plum
fruit, sweet spices, oak and liqueur. A blend of 60% Nebbiolo from
Arborina and 40% Barbera from Larigi, aged in 100% new oak barriques
for 18 months. On average 3000 bottles are produced each year.

6x75cl

£240.00

2017

Barolo
The most wonderful luminescent red colour, a trait that is echoed on
the palate with its shimmering red berry and cherry characteristics.
Ripe, but even-keeled and with a crunchy freshness to it, this is a finely
balanced wine that offers fantastically crisp, clean edges to its joyfilled, refined fruit. Since losing the La Morra component of this
vineyard they are now down to a production of only 8,000 bottles
(from 12,000.) A blend of fruit from Barolo, Serralunga and Castiglione
Falletto. Aged for 24 months in 20 percent new oak.

6x75cl
1x1.5L

£215.00
£75.00

2017

Barolo, Arborina
Full, rich and voluptuous - very much on the more corpulent and
curvaceous side of the Barolo spectrum. Less bright but more complex
than the regular Barolo, a velvety hint of mocha accompanies the
sweet strawberry and plum fruit, anchored by dark, savoury earthiness.
Mighty and impressive. A clay-dominated south to south east facing
amphitheatre in the commune of Annunziata La Morra. Aged for 24
months in 20% new oak.

6x75cl
1x1.5L

£340.00
£120.00
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2017

Barolo, Uno Per Uno
Really persistent, focused, pristine red fruit. So stylish and complete. A
controllled and driven character to the fruit compliments the rich
silkiness of the vintage so well. The wild strawberry, raspberry, griotte
and sweet-spice characteristics both energise and seduce. Noble,
poised and complex. The result of fermenting single berries picked
grape by grape (from where its name “one by one” comes) in large
open oak vats, this used to be a selection of the best fruit from within
Arborina but as of 2015 now also includes Cannubi, Cerretta, Le Liste
and Pernanno fruit, too. It takes 8 people ten days to pick this, all for
1500 bottles! This method is important as it avoids crushing and keeps
the berries intact giving great finesse to the tannins and precision to
the fruit.

6x75cl

£1100.00

2017

Barolo, Cannubi
6x75cl
A different style and shape to the Arborina entirely, less dense and
finer boned, If a little more austere and classical initially. These finely
chiselled tannins add great cut and thrust to an immensely seductive
flavour profile of strawberries, kirsch and woody spices. Crisp yet
enticing and heady. Just as the Altares' share-cropping agreement for
Brunate ended, they reach a deal to lease some well-placed vines in the
original, middle part of Cannubi. Their first vintage was 2011. Made in
the same way as the other Barolos (excepting UnoPerUno) - short
fermentation and maceration followed by 24 months in 30% new oak.
Less than 1500 bottles were made.

£700.00

2015

Barolo, Riserva, Cerretta, Vigna Bricco
Darker and spicier than Altare’s other Barolos, wild brambly fruit mixed
with notes of blood orange, liquorice spice and undergrowth. Complex
bold and powerful with a velvet gloss to the binding structure, this is
blockbuster Barolo. A fine Serralunga vineyard produced for the first
time by Altare in the 2006 vintage, Cerretta is made and aged the same
way as the estate's other Barolos, 24 months in a third new oak but
with an extra two years bottle age before release. Less than 5000
bottles are made a year.

£400.00
£140.00
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6x75cl
1x1.5L

“A wonderful array of wines that reflect the sunny ripeness
of the vintage, whilst remaining seductive and eminently
drinkable”.

All wines are offered subject to remaining unsold, and to final confirmation.
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LA MORRA
Roberto Voerzio
Roberto Voerzio considers 2017 to be a “unique” year and is at pains to avoid comparisons with another famously
extreme, warm vintage – 2003, noting that “in 2003 there was a peak of 40 degrees in the middle of summer while
in 2017 temperatures were decidedly milder ( around 30/32 degrees.)” What really defined 2017 was the drought,
according to Roberto “it did not rain for 5 months from May!” but he felt that their habitual practices of manuring
after the preceding harvest and deep ploughing, helped to avoid stress: “bunches were lush, full of health and full
of energy”. Colours here are lighter than in 2016 but the wines are very aromatic, pretty and forthcoming with
generous fruit profiles and relatively gentle tannic structures. Despite the ripe fruit, alcohols are a fairly measured
by Piedmont standards, being around the 14% mark. This may not be a vintage to lay down for as long as 2016, but
it is one that will seduce and give great pleasure over the coming 10-15 years.
2016

Barbera d’Alba, Riserva, Pozzo
Effortlessly silky dark fruits, notes of creme de mure and blueberry,
infused with a tarter cranberry touch. A perfect blend of glossy
ripeness and vivid freshness. Oak spice and a saltiness are woven
intricately and seamlessly through the fruit. Barbera can often be too
pointed, or at the other extreme too heavy, this is a perfectly
harmonious rendition. Classy, superbly balanced and lifted, so
complete and easy to enjoy. A blend of wine from the Pozzo and
Annunziata vineyards both in the La Morra commune. The vines aren’t
particularly old, averaging 20 years; however, the extraordinarily high
planting density makes for microscopic yields, only half a kilo per vine.
The wine is aged in new barriques, 40% new oak.

1x1.5L

£225.00

2017

Barolo, Comune di La Morra
This offers up an immediate fresh and floral mix of red and black fruit
notes of raspberries and loganberries. There is a nicely judged blend of
high-toned flowery notes and a more baritone earthiness. Excellent
crisp fruit with a nice crunch to it. Lifted and precise. This used to be a
blend of Crus including one third of the Boiolo Cru, however as of 2017
this is comes exclusively from some of their top single vineyards La
Serra, Fossati and Case Nere. The vines are grown in the typically
Voerzio way high density and low yielding – just a kilo of fruit per
vine. The plots are all co-harvested and fermented. Intense but tightknit initially but after a bit of coaxing the very La Morra style fruit is
unlocked. Aged for two years in a mix of big and small barrels, light
toast, French oak (15, 20, 30 and 35 HL sizes for the big barrels.)

6x75cl

£465.00

2017

Barolo, Cerequio
Cerequio 2017 is brilliantly true to type. Generous, round and
complete, this is pure seduction. Aromatic, ripe sun-kissed red berry
fruit mixed with warming spices, as well as a hint of kirsch, completely
envelop the senses. The palate is cloaked in a veil of ripe berry notes –
so sumptuous, soft-textured and forthcoming, this melts in the mouth.
One of the historic single vineyards of La Morra, south-facing and
planted at 300 metres above sea level on sandy clay soils. On average
300 cases per year are produced. Aged for two years in a mix of big and
small barrels, light toast, French oak (15, 20, 30 and 35 HL sizes for the
big barrels.)

6x75cl

£1025.00

All wines are offered subject to remaining unsold, and to final confirmation.
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2017

Barolo, Brunate
With its fragrant, refined red fruit, this a very open knit and inviting
Brunate. Beautiful strawberry fruit melts in the mouth, wrapped in a
textured, binding structure that is soft and caressing. A hint of sweet
spice adds layer and complexity. As immediately alluring as this is, it
does not give you everything straightaway, retaining a little magic and
mystery, and drip feeding the palate with more flavours. This builds
gradually into a very sophisticated wine, but one with the finest of
touches. One of the great crus of Barolo, situated high up in the La
Morra commune just underneath La Serra, with a south / south East
exposure. Aged for two years in a mix of big and small barrels, light
toast, French oak (15, 20, 30 and 35 HL sizes for the big barrels.)

6x75cl

£1025.00

2017

Barolo, La Serra
A high altitude vineyard that shows in the style of its wines. An
energetic Barolo, a little coy at first but the wine just gets better and
better the longer it is open. Crisp cherry-dominated fruit, wonderfully
vibrant bittersweet flavours - crunchy morello characteristics with a
firm stony mineral undertow. There is such pulse and vibrancy to this
dark fruited wine, the tannins are taut and finely etched which add a
seamless structure to the fruit. Envigorating fruity and cleansing, as
vibrant and energising a 2017 as you’ll find. Stunning. This is Voerzio’s
highest Barolo vineyard, situated in the commune of La Morra, at
between 380 to 430 metres above sea level with great east south-east
exposure. Aged for two years in a mix of big and small barrels, light
toast, French oak (15, 20, 30 and 35 HL sizes for the big barrels.)

6x75cl

£1025.00

2017

Barolo, Rocche del Annunziata
A classy Barolo that boasts a very fresh and elegant, fruity profile.
Bursting with crisp, intense wild red berry fruit with a sweet hint of
griotte and rose. Fruitier and less enveloping than Cerequio, this has
more of a finely-chiselled structure that provides backbone and
definition, which brings a balancing, and very welcome, touch of
astringence to the charming, generous fruit. From two parcels south
and south east facing within one of the region’s great vineyards,
situated in the Annunziata sub zone of La Morra. Aged for two years in
a mix of big and small barrels, light toast, French oak (15, 20, 30 and 35
HL sizes for the big barrels.)

6x75cl

£1025.00

All wines are offered subject to remaining unsold, and to final confirmation.
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2017

Barolo, Fossati
6x75cl
A little closed initially but allow it time and broad, plump but fresh ripe
fruits soon sweep across the palate. Initial impressions are of cool berry
flavours with a brambly earthiness to the fruit. The palate gradually
unfurls with a mix of bright and dark tayberry and loganberry notes
with cooling hints of moss and undergrowth, whilst a lingering
suggestion of plum sits in the background. Overall this feels like one of
the breezier, fresher wines in this cellar albeit in a solidly built style crisp fruits in a full and gripping structure. Fossati sits mostly in the
Barolo commune, tipping into La Morra at its steepest western end.
The slope is relatively gentle and the soil is mainly deep and clay
influenced, though is much stonier at its steepest part at the top of the
hill. As well as soil depth, the vineyard is also characterised by its very
uniform east/south east exposure and its high altitude of 340 to 480m
above sea level. Voerzio have a small plot planted with 35-40 year old
vines.

£1025.00

2016

Barolo, Torrigilione
Complex blue and red fruits on the nose, great precision and
delineation of flavours, then plums with hints of blackcurrant and
blueberries with hints of chocolate and roasted coffee follow on the
palate. Impressive, chest beating and powerful, this will need time. A
very steep vineyard near Rocche dell’Annunziata. The average age of
vines is 35-40 years. A smaller plot that Voerzio age in smaller French
oak barrels for two years.

1x1.5L

£345.00

2011

Barolo, Riserva, Case Nere, 10 Anni
Bottled on its own for the first time in 2010. From middle and lower
middle part of the vineyard that touches Cerequio at the bottom. A lot
more open knit and less muscular than the 2010. Sweetly-scented ,
attractive, ripe fruit with a complex, but not too decadent, maturity
running through it. Sweet Victoria plum fruit with a touch of
strawberry, overlaying muskier sous bois, truffle and liquorice notes.
Pliable, smooth but layered and with plenty of interest. Aged for two
years in a mix of big and small barrels, light toast, French oak (15, 20,
30 and 35 HL sizes for the big barrels) followed by seven years in bottle
before release.

3x75cl

£515.00

All wines are offered subject to remaining unsold, and to final confirmation.
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“The wines are very aromatic, pretty and forthcoming with
generous fruit profiles and relatively gentle tannic
structures”.

All wines are offered subject to remaining unsold, and to final confirmation.
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CASTIGLIONE FALLETTO
Paolo Scavino
2017 was a small but “beautiful” vintage at Scavino. Crop loss was significant due to a mixture of late April frost,
which unusually affected hillside sites as well as lower terrain, and of course the drought that was such a feature
of the 2017 season. Winter had been mild and budbreak was early, so the production was particularly vulnerable
to the frost that eventually materialised. The warm, dry summer that followed meant that the vine was in danger
of stress, so the Scavinos still carried out some green harvests, despite the small crop, to lighten the load on the
vineyards. This intervention, and the fresher nights that differentiated the year from the persistently hot 2003
season, refreshed and sustained the vines through to vintage. Harvest date was anticipated (the Barbera was
picked on the 29th August, unusually early) as soon as the Scavinos sensed the vine was entering survival mode,
when it shuts down and starts to draw water back from the fruit. They preferred to do this rather than wait for
even fuller phenolic maturity, whilst the berries were still pristine and fresh. Elisa describes the results as
“beautiful”, adding they are “perfumed and floral with lots of expression, the colours are more delicate than 2016,
the structure is about finesse rather than big austere tannins. They have a freshness that is a combination of acidity
and tannin. There is a nice concentration finesse and elegance to the wines.” Although acidities weren’t quite as
high as 2016, they were good nonetheless and were surprisingly stable from fermentation through to bottling. Key
factors in achieving this were the fresh summer nights, an early picking and also the fact they avoided rain before
harvest, which can dilute grapes but also dramatically increase uptake of acidity-lowering potassium particularly
when the vines are thirsty after a dry summer. Inspired by brilliant bottles of ‘67, ‘70 and ‘71 vintages made by
their grandparents, Elisa and Enrica begun experimentation with traditional fermentations in wood with the
Ravera cuvée in 2016. Impressed with the results, they extended this trial for 2017 with the purchase of five extra
vats, employing this technique across half of the crop of their biggest cru, with traditional two month post
fermentation on the skins. Judging by the quality of these 2017s and by the enviable array of vineyards at their
disposal, Elisa and Enrica look set to cement Scavino’s place in the modern day pantheon of great Barolo
producers.
2017

Barolo
A very good Classico, supple but not wanting for structure, with spicy
red fruit and currants and a touch of supporting coffee bean and oak. A
Barolo ‘Classico’ that is a blend from seven single crus in the Barolo,
Castiglione and Serralunga regions. Aged for one year in large oak
‘botti’ and one year in barriques with a maximum of 10 percent new
wood.

12x75cl

£290.00

2017

Barolo, Bricco Ambrogio
The top cru of the lesser-known commune of Roddi, a very windy
terroir exposed south east and planted at 150 metres above sea level.
Making very bright, breezy red fruited Barolos that mix soft plum and
berry with a fresh, clear cut transparency. Aged for one year in large
oak ‘botti’ and one year in barriques with a maximum of 10 percent
new wood.

6x75cl

£225.00
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2017

Barolo, Monvigliero
Light and fresh with beautifull scented fruit, soft edges, but firm in the
middle with a great transparency. A medium bodied nicely aromatic
Barolo showcasing juicy strawberry, cherry pith and softly pressed
raspberry character. From a fine limestone, marl and chalk-influenced
vineyard at 310 metres altitude in the Verduno commune with a south
/ south east exposure with a special microclimate close to the river
where there are big day /night temperature differences. This yields a
wine that is equally floral, mineral, smooth and powerful. Aged for one
year in large oak ‘botti’ and one year in barriques with a maximum of
10 percent new wood.

2017

Barolo, Ravera
One of the edgier, fresher Barolos in the cellar, showing crisp spicy
fruit, notes of salted dark plums and gripping forest fruit. This is the
second vintage of a new Scavino acquisition – 3ha of 35-40 year old
vines in Ravera which, at 430 metres altitude, is their highest vineyard
and the last to be harvested. A cool and windy terroir that faces east
from which only 6000 bottles are produced, the rest is sold in bulk.
Aged for one year in large oak ‘botti’ and one year in barriques with a
maximum of 10 percent new wood.

6x75cl
1x1.5L

£270.00
£100.00

6x75cl
1x1.5L

£270.00
£100.00

2017

Barolo, Prapo
Alluring velvety dark fruits. This has a lovely purity, and suave, elastic
tannins that shape around the ripe yet sapid fruit. Charming, teasing
the fruits are dark yet also quite alpine, with an iron like undertone.
Nicely crafted and poised. Enrico bought the plot in 2008 and reworked the soil, planting the vineyard in 2010 with a massale selection
from across the estate. So, despite their young age, the vines here are
producing less bunches and smaller grapes than under the previous
ownership. It is an open and windy site, steep and south facing. The
soils are red sand and marl giving structure and potential to the wine.

6x75cl
1x1.5L

£270.00
£100.00

2017

Barolo, Carobric
A blend of three top Crus, Cannubi, Rocche and Bric del Fiasc, aged the
same way as all of the other wines, for a year in barriques and a year in
large oak ‘botti’.

6x75cl
1x1.5L

£270.00
£100.00

2017

Barolo, Bric del Fiasc
Ripe aromatic and enveloping, juicy and persistent with a certain
firmness adding definition and structure. As backboned as it is, this is
also one of the most attractive and languid wines in the cellar. Less
exuberant and a little more sophisticated, even, than recent vintages.
There is plenty to hang your hat on here! Bric dël Fiasc is Piedmontese
dialect for Bricco Fiasco, the top of the Fiasco vineyard. Situated at 280
metres above sea level in Castiglione Falleto, this is one of the great
Crus of the region that makes powerful but classy, age worthy wines. It
was the first single vineyard bottling Scavino made in 1978.

6x75cl
1x1.5L

£360.00
£130.00
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2017

Barolo, Cannubi
6x75cl
A small parcel from which only 300 cases are produced. This is what the 1x1.5L
Scavinos call “Cannubi Cannubi”. (Their parcel is at the very heart of the
Cannubi vineyard at the top of the hill where the mother rock is close
to the surface. Soils are blue marne, limestone and sand. Shallow and
rocky with a south-east exposure situated at 290 metres above sea
level, this terroir makes for a wine combining silky fruit and powerful
structure.) The first vintage Scavino bottled was 1985, the vines were
planted in 1946 with the low-yielding, darker fruit Nebbiolo michet
clone. Cannubi is one of the historic crus of Barolo, in fact such was the
fame of the vineyard in the past that wines here were sold as
“Cannubio” before Barolo as a defined vineyard region even existed.

£360.00
£130.00

2015

Barolo, Riserva, Rocche dell’Annunziata
6x75cl
A very “La Morra” lifted aroma, bursting with ripe summer
1x1.5L
strawberries, raspberries and cherry stones. Finesse and sweet ripe
fruits on the one hand and quite broad, powerful tannins on the other,
this needs time to show at its best. This is all about texture and sweetsalty fruit. The Scavinos have 1.5 hectares in this great Cru, one of the
finest vineyards in Barolo. A sandy south facing vineyard planted with
old vines, dating back to 1942, situated at 380 metres above sea level.
This is released as a Riserva and so is aged for one year in barriques and
two years in large oak casks, followed by a year in bottle.

£700.00
£245.00

“Perfumed and floral
with lots of expression,
the colours are more
delicate than 2016, the
structure is about finesse
rather than big austere
tannins. They have a
freshness that is a
combination of acidity
and tannin. There is a
nice concentration
finesse and elegance to
the wines.”
– Elisa Scavino

All wines are offered subject to remaining unsold, and to final confirmation.
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CASTIGLIONE FALLETTO
Azelia
For Lorenzo and Luigi Scavino there were, above all, two key elements to success in 2017 - shading the bunches
with the vine canopy to stop grapes burning, and harvesting earlier than usual (which meant starting mid to end of
September, though picking in the later plots lasted into earlier October). The wines were fermented in the usual
way, with 55-60 days maceration using the submerged cap method, to get a slow but very gentle form of
extraction. Ageing depends on the wine, either exclusively in large unvarnished oak botti or in a mixture of botti
and used oak barriques. Azelia are capable of such precision and quality of fruit in their wines, aligned to suave
noble textures, all the more impressive that they have managed to achieve this in such a warm dry year as 2017 –
a consistency which has justifiably elevated them into the pantheon of top Barolo producers. Stylistically these sit
somewhere between 2015 and 2016 with more finesse and freshness than the former but more ripeness but less
concentration than the latter.
2017

Barolo
An even mix of red and dark berry fruit with underlying resinous and
balsamic notes providing some interest. Ripe but surprisingly juicy,
hearty flavours; enveloping, open-knit and very welcoming with excellent
complexity for a “regular” Barolo! Made from a selection of grapes from
45 year old vines across five different Crus from the Castiglione (30%
percent) and Serralunga (70%) communes. The wine is aged in large
slavonian oak "botti" / barrels, so there is very little oak influence.

6x75cl

£275.00

2017

Barolo, Bricco Fiasco
A class act that offers a real step up into “Cru” quality – for its finesse,
freshness and extra intensity. The ripe wild berry fruit is expressive and
aromatic but remains crispy, whilst a fine-grained sea salt character adds
further zest and energy. Perhaps a tad more delicate than the 2016
there is no doubting the impeccable quality of fruit here, which is
reinforced by a fortifying but finely-etched tannic structure. One of the
most lively and vital 2017s we have tasted. The Bricco Fiasco is a
relatively sandy plot at the top of the Fiasco hill in Castiglione Falletto,
planted with 70-year-old vines. This sandy soil gives incredibly aromatic
and fruity characteristics to the wine. Contrary to the regular Barolo the
wine is aged half in oak barriques, but only 8% new wood, and half in
large botti. This is designed to further limit the oak influence on the wine
- a direction Azelia have been going in for some years now.

6x75cl
3x1.5L

£325.00
£345.00

2017

Barolo, Margheria
A little reductive and taciturn at first, it takes a while to open up but
gradually reveals dense, dark velvety fruit with a strong savoury
minerality at its core – offering notes of dry stones and chalk mixed with
spicier overtones of liquorice and anise. Smooth, brooding, rich but
savoury. From a prime south and south west facing 55-year-old plot in
the Serralunga d'Alba commune planted on white clay and limestone
soils. Azelia’s vines sit alongside those used for Gaja’s Sperss. Aged in the
traditional way, for 28 months in large slavonian oak botti.

6x75cl
3x1.5L

£325.00
£345.00

All wines are offered subject to remaining unsold, and to final confirmation.
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2017

Barolo, San Rocco
A different expression of Serralunga, offering rich, powerful fruit with a
minerality that sits much more in the background. Big flavours of dark
fruit, cinnamon spice and mocha roll and expand across the palate,
enveloping the senses as the go. Muscular, complex, rich and bold. An
Azelia monopole San Rocco is a top notch Serralunga vineyard that faces
south and south west, where the soils are practically 100% clay, a very
hard compact grey clay. The vines are 65 years old and the wine is aged
in the same way as the Bricco Fiasco, for 24 months – half of which are in
8% new oak barriques and half in large used oak botti.

6x75cl
3x1.5L

£325.00
£345.00

2017

Barolo, Cerretta
Floral and seductive on the nose, less brooding than Margheria and San
Rocco. At the core of this wine is a really juicy, aromatic and very precise
array of plum, damson and red berry fruit complimented by a sweetlyscented hint of rose. For all its seduction, there such clear definition,
poise and energy to the sun-ripened fruit. Exquisite. The Azelia’s have
one big block of 2.5ha here, but only 3500 bottles are produced as the
Cru bottling. The wine is aged in one big barrel for 30 months. Most of
the rest of the wine is declassified and blended into the Barolo. Originally
they rented the plot and they replanted it entirely while under rental
agreement. They then bought ten years later. This was thirty years ago.
It has been Luigi Scavino’s baby from start to finish. 2016 was the first
vintage vinified separately. The soils are a blend of clay, limestone and
chalk.

6x75cl
3x1.5L

£400.00
£420.00

2010

Barolo, Riserva, Bricco Voghera
6x75cl
Whilst there is lots of interest and complex maturity on the nose, with its 3x1.5L
discrete and refined savoury notes, there is life and vibrancy too. The
persistent sophisticated flavours of dried fruit, dried flower, black tea and
sous bois are thread together by a perky acidity. The aromas and flavours
develop further with just a little air developing into fruitier violet, cherry
and dried blueberry characteristics infused with sweet Asian spice
touches. Intense but dynamic and super fine tuned, a hint of the classic
2010 structure provides some bass, depth and solidity but without
overpowering the exquisite refinement of the fruit. Seamless power and
complexity.

£590.00
£615.00
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‘Stylistically these sit somewhere between 2015 and 2016 with
more finesse and freshness than the former but more ripeness
but less concentration than the latter.’
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CASTILGIONE FALLETTO
Fratelli Brovia
The quality of Brovia’s 2017s is very good, no doubting it, but Alex Sanchez noted that achieving this required
some bold decisions and a delicate hand. One key was to pick early and quickly, the team harvesting all of the fruit
by the end of September. Another decision Alex felt was vital was to vinify and extract the wines more gently,
opting for a 14-17 day maceration as opposed to the usual three weeks; and finally élevage in large oak casks was
shortened by 6 months to just under two years. These are open, rich and generous wines that are reflective of
their terroir. Unfortunately, no Garblet Sue has been produced this year due to a severe Spring frost.
2017

Barolo, Classico
A very complete Barolo Classico of great pedigree. Most of this comes
from the younger vines (25 years old!) of the very fine Brea vineyard as
well as the leftover wine from the estate's top crus that won't fit into
their own separate barrels, much of which is Rocche. Quite some
regular Barolo!

6x75cl

£240.00

2017

Barolo, Rocche di Castiglione
There is a welcome breadth and generosity of fruit, providing body to
cover the tight and crispy tannins. Lifting floral notes strike first,
followed by a refreshing sapidity and bitter herb freshness. The fruit is
a little darker than usual, brambles mixing with loganberries as well as
a touch of mint and cassis leaf. The wine focuses and refines even more
with air and finishes with an unerring clarity and tension. A steep,
south-east facing Castiglione vineyard with a touch of sand in the clay
soils giving fresh, fragrant, elegant wines. Aged in large used oak casks
for two years.

6x75cl
1x1.5L

£417.00
£156.00

2017

Barolo, Villero
Complex and gregarious, if very structured, offering an array of
corpulent berry, plum, dried violet and tobacco leaf characteristics.
Quite and extroverted and structured Villero but with more than
enough flesh to cover the bones. From more compact clay soils than
the Rocche facing south west, giving rounder more generous wines
that nonetheless maintain a certain elegance. Aged in large used oak
casks for two years.

6x75cl
1x1.5L

£417.00
£156.00

2017

Barolo, Brea, Vigna Ca’Mia
This most aromatically expressive of the range. The generous silky fruit
is well defined and hemmed in by fine-grained, pixelated tannins. The
palate is replete with full, curvaceous and broad-ranging flavours of
plum, red berry, bramble, blood-orange, iron and sweet spice, all of
which are fused with a well-intergrated tangy saltiness. Dense and
broad, the expansive glossy fruit and full body rendering the tannic
structure invisible, initially. Only after a little aeration and a couple of
sips does the stature and build of the wine become abundantly clear.
Very impressive.The oldest vines on the estate. A 60-year-old
Serralunga vineyard with a relatively high amount of limestone soils as
well as clay that faces south east - situated on the eastern side of the
commune.

6x75cl
1x1.5L

£417.00
£156.00
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The Offer
Our Standard Terms and Conditions apply- see www.justerinis.com for details
All prices are per case In Bond- duty and VAT will apply on delivery or when the wines are taken out of Bond at the
prevailing rate
The Wines are currently abroad and will not be shipped until the end of 2021
All Delivery Orders under £300 inclusive of VAT will be subject to a delivery charge of £18 inc VAT to mainland Great
Britain- charges to NI, Highlands and Islands are available on request
Orders are for full cases only
No further Discounts apply
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